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About This Game

One of the most amazing stories in the history of mankind is presented once again in The Chronicles of Noah's Ark. Step into
Noah’s shoes and build the ark in this touching story of faith, family, and the future.

Noah receives a seemingly impossible task from God: build a giant ark to preserve life and human society before a flood
destroys the world. It’s a task he cannot complete alone. Only with the help of his family can he fulfill God’s holy vision. But

even his own sons do not believe or support him at first, and the path ahead is long and arduous.

How can he start such a project in the barren desert he calls home? Where will he get the wood to build an ark? How will he
gather enough food for the journey? And can one man possibly gather animals from every species in the world? But Noah

remains resolute. With his faith in God as his guide, he sets out to do the impossible.

- Experience the captivating story of Noah's Ark!
- 74 challenging match-3 levels!

- 20 upgrades to build the extraordinary ark!
- 5 unique chapters to complete!

- Absorbing music with traditional stylings!
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Title: The Chronicles of Noah's Ark
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
e-FunSoft Games
Publisher:
e-FunSoft Games
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB

DirectX: Version 8.1

Storage: 75 MB available space

Sound Card: Standard

English
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This pack is not that useful once you know the basics of the game plus it is for "One" character only.

You can use it on alts. Not a very good platformer, the visuals are certainly nice but The problem is that Foxy Moves way too
fast for the type of platforming required in this game, This leads to the feeling of being cheated, if Foxy were to slowly build up
speed, or have a run button than this would be forgiven but he doesn't. This honestly stopped me from playing it. IMHO This
game could easily be good if foxy didnt move so damn quick.. I like it, if you are new to vr and you have a fear of heights this
will certainly get the adrenalin going. If you are used to vr as i am its a good balance\/ coordination exercise.
. An incredibly fun track to pick up and play. Its not too complex and for beginners, it helps wit palm muting a fair bit. A must
have track for any SOAD fan.. A ridiculously hilarious music game.. Beautiful pictures, Relaxing music, Good puzzle game
All ships from Wind of Luck: Arena :)

11/22/2018>>>> It's been 3 years and more than one update! Would have made a 4K UHD version!

10/10. This is not your average dry management sim. It's quite unlike anything else I've played, honestly. It's certainly unique
enough to be worth your time.

There's a weird storyline woven into the game, and I promise it's a story you haven't seen and won't expect. There are really
interesting metaphors and funny surprises throughout the game as well.

None of the mechanics are particularly deep or challenging, but still manage to be satisfying. The sheer quantity of things to do
at any one moment keeps it from getting boring.

It's not a long game, and it shouldn't be. It's fun, and it's certainly unique. It's cheap, too, and a bargain on sale.

Definitely check this one out.. What a fantastic game. Easy to learn, simple and clean interface, great to pick up and play.

Like all great games, SiNKR's simplicity can mislead you to thinking this game is 'easy'. As the combinations and components
increase the possibilities and scope expands exponentially.

I crave more, more achievements, more levels, just MORE SiNKR!

[It would be great to be able to submit 'fan levels' by some means. This is how much I love it.]
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Well worth it.. See my impressions at https://youtu.be/qF1yiEUrDtM. Why in the world would you make it only a multiplayer
game?
The game is dead so there is no players, making this game un-playable and a waste of money.
For that price to you would be stupid to purchase this game in it's current state. Luckily I got it off a random♥♥♥♥♥key, and I
didn't/wouldn't pay the full price.. MeshTools creates some fun little engines, and this one is among them. Decent amount of
fidelity mixed with a great and interesting little train. I can't recommend it enough.. worst game ever with the most bugs i have
ever witmess.... the developers must got bed bugs heavy at home designing crap like this. Really cute game to pass the time, just
wish there was more to it.. One of the best local co-op games on Steam and solid re-make of Rampart that allows for all
combinations of human and computer players. I am looking forward to seeing what additions the makers add over the coming
months. At this point the game is a bit expensive for the full price of $8 (so I nabbed it on sale), but maybe down the road
maybe that opinion will change.

Aside from online play and some of the other interesting potential additions to the game, an option to have the singular hanging
castle pieces and lone pieces removed after each round would be nice. I recall the arcade Rampart did this.. I literally have no
idea what to do. Please help.
But for 59cents i guess it's okay.. Wow, how much is wrong with this one? After 1 hour just some of the problems I observed.
Bow units are WAY overpowered, having way too much range, being way too accurate when firing indirectly and having special
abilities that allow them to effectively attack too many units at once. I mean one of my units was BEHIND A BUILDING and
was destroyed in 2 turns by indirect bow fire from maximum range. Ouch!! Then I got one of my infantry into melee with an
enemy bow unit, and I did acceptable damage, only to watch on the AI's next turn that same bow unit disengage without taking
any damage, move back one hex then turn and fire a crippling volley into my unit. Totally inconceivable that a bow unit would
be able to disengage from a melee unit(that they are supposed to be vulnerable to) unscathed, then turn and launch an effective
attack against that unit.
I think the AI is given way too much of an advantage, AI units would rally almost immediately after being broken, while my
units seldom, if ever rallied.
I like hex-based tactical combat games and have played my share, but this one left me less than impressed. Based on this
disappointing experience, I can not recommend this one at all.. Pretty good Zelda style game. It's 101% old school and you'll be
searching every inch of the map for items with minimal hints, which is good. However combat mechanics and the actual puzzles
and dungeons are a bit so-so. If they can improve on those aspects the sequel could be amazing
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